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Vacation is the time for the children to explore their myriad interests and indulge
in various activities which would lead to their all round development. In order to
ensure the same we have framed some fun-filled holiday activities. 
Here are a few tips for you (parents)  
balance his/ her eagerness in pursuing adventure, creativity and self expression with 
development ofresponsibility. 

1. Read stories in English regularly to your child to inculcate the reading habit. Use books 
with attractive illustrations and follow the basic rules of reading like using the index finger to 
trace the words from left to right while reading with expressions, voice modulation, pauses etc. 
Let them learn new words, to enhance their vocabulary. 

2. Engage your child in activities like watering and caring for plants to infuse the gardeningskills. 

3. We have to understand that children at this age learn with repetition. Hence, have patience 
with them and repeat tasks for reinforcement. Instill in them by persistent instruction the 
general etiquettes, which they will gradually get used to in their daily life. 

4. Encourage and help your child in shouldering responsibilities. Shower him/ her with praises 
for all their small or big achievements so as to motivate. Hug them longer to reveal your 
affection and care towards them. 

5. Use the magical words like                                                                                                           very    
 often in your conversations with children. 

 This vacation let's learn with delight 
Dear parents, 

 

HAVE A FUN FILLED VACATIOn 

to act as a facilitator to help your child to 

“Please”, “Sorry”, “Thank you” and “I Love You” 



Trace the given shape and do the crayon shaving to make it colour ful 



Paste Paste 

 Activity sheet 

Cut and paste the picture in the correction shapes 



 Activity sheet Hidden numbers

 Find and Colour the number 1-10 



Colour the picture according to the colour scheme given and make it
beautiful 
Number -1 –Blue
Number -2 –Red
Number -3 –Yellow
Number -4 –Green 



 Trace the patterns and colour the picture 



Spot the difference
: Find 5 differences between the pictures and colour


